Figure 117 The Empty Quarter - Meridiani Plains. Opportunity took this image while stuck in the sand ripple dubbed Purgatory for over a
month. (NASA, JPL-Caltech, & Cornell University, 2009)
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03 :: 02 Space Dreaming
The most pressing question we now face, we might well say, is who and where we
are as a society. Bonds have been broken, trust abused and lost. Whether it is an
urban rioter mindlessly burning down a small shop that serves his community, or
a speculator turning his back on the question of who bears the ultimate cost for
his acquisitive adventures in the virtual reality of today’s financial world, the
picture is of atoms spinning apart in the dark.
-

Archbishop Rowan Williams, Christmas sermon at Canterbury Cathedral
London, Sunday 25th December 2011 (R. Williams, 2011)

While the iUser wrestles with life on the ground in the Cyber City corporations and governmentfunded agencies are busy commissioning big picture events to rekindle the utopian tropes of last
century’s space dreaming. The synthetic constructions of the future are not so much the ambition to
conquer new frontiers but to deliver a hyper-stimulant variation of the space oeuvre contained
within a range of social media strategies: the megapixel snapshot, the precarious Go-Pro clip, the
glossy animation, the crackling sound bite, the robotic selfie and the real time twitter post. This is
the era of the Red Bull space jump (coming down not going up), Virgin Galactic space ports (without
the space flights), 3D gaming developed by the Department of Defence, the expansion of fossil fuel
mining to asteroids, astronauts on the 6 o’clock news singing David Bowie songs or was that
Astronaut Idol?), the monolithic alien-claw like constructions of U2 concerts and of swimsuit models
floating in zero gravity (see Figure 118). This often gaudy and shallow posturing fills the void when
the big picture stuff of space exploration contracts, when long term planning is vaporised by
economic rationalism and organisations such as NASA must realign their priorities and adhere to the
commercial parameters of more earth-bound challenges. With the absence of an Apollo, with no
more Space Shuttles left to do their bidding and only images of rocks coming back from the Mars
Rover, NASA has surrendered the celestial dreamscape. Commercial enterprise now renders new
horizons with visions of spaceports, rocket ships and interplanetary colonisation. NASA recognises
that their territory is being invaded, not by aliens or asteroids or even by their international
counterparts – Japan, Russia and the European Space Agency – but by angel investors, tech messiahs
and corporations who commission high-end articulations of the future complete with power-drink
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Figure 118 The commodification of space. (From Top Left): A) Model Kate Upton aboard Zero X for a Sports Illustrated photo shoot;
B) The Mars Curiosity Rover takes a selfie and posts the image to Twitter (NASA & JPL, 2012); C) Felix Baumgartner, sporting Red
Bull and Zenith logos, prepares to make the 38.6 kilometre free-fall from the edge of space (Humphries, 2012); D) Photographer
Michael Najjar’s image of the Virgin Galactic spaceport from his Outer Space series; E) “The Claw” stage design from the U2360 tour
F) Astronaut Chris Hadfield sings David Bowie’s Space Oddity in a live stream from the International Space Station; G Concept art of
the DSI-Harvestor by Deep Space Industries (Deep Space Industries Inc., 2013).
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branding and commercial product licensing. What we get in return then is an extension of the
science fiction tropes of the techno-cultural advertorials of Microsoft, Mazda, DHL, et al. Rather than
laying out a road map to the stars, NASA has taken up the speculative fiction business announcing in
2011 a publishing deal to develop a “NASA inspired ... series of science fiction themed books”. The
NASA press release goes on to say, “the enormous popularity of science fiction is a key element in
this collaboration to make the books a gateway to the general public and generate awareness of the
significant role NASA plays in our everyday lives” (Alaxander, 2011). In a new spin on an old technocultural tale this deal accompanies an already fierce social media campaign surrounding all things
space. In a recent article, Wilson da Silva, editor in chief of the science magazine Cosmos writes:
Space is hip again. Whether it's a Felix Baumgartner skydiving his way past the
sound barrier – setting Twitter and YouTube on fire – or the space shuttle
Endeavour pulling big crowds in the streets of Los Angeles, the final frontier is
back in vogue. Social media is now what television was to the early days of the
space race; but it's also a more personal way for the closet space fan in all of us to
connect directly with the exploration of the cosmos. Take the rover Curiosity: it
has 1.2 million followers on Twitter, to whom it tweets its daily routine as well as
links to pictures and video... NASA astronaut Mike Massimino, whose Twitter
handle is @Astro-Mike, has 1.3 million followers, many of whom watched live as
he became the first person to tweet from space. And shows like Big Bang Theory
(23.5 million fans on Facebook) – whose characters banter about Mars rovers and
physics non-stop – have helped make rocket science a lot cooler than it used to be
(da Silva, 2012).
Da Silva argues that the frenzy around the Red Bull space jump, Richard Branson’s Virgin
branded Space Port, Amazon CEO Jeff Bezo’s New Shepherd VTVL and former PayPal CEO Elon
Musk’s SpaceX project constitute a new engagement with the exploration of space. But we are still
on the ground and not going anywhere anytime soon. The most spectacular and visually arresting
imagery to come out of NASA in recent years has not been film documentation, or a live broadcast of
an event or even actual photographic documentation of a real phenomenon, rather it has been
either composite images produced with data visualisation techniques or CGI video animations of a
proposed future event. The most stunning of these creations was NASA’s Mars Science Laboratory
Curiosity Rover Mission Animation (NASA, 2011a) launched on NASA’s YouTube channel and picked
up by most major news networks in April 2011. The video is a magnificent construction of space
dreaming with a level of cinematic prowess equivalent to anything produced at a Hollywood effects
house. The narrative is dramatic rather than scientific, the editing of sequences typical of the science
fiction genre while the choreography of the virtual camera accentuates drama over technique. But
the sound is the most pronounced element, both realistic and as compelling as one could imagine
such an event being – even in the silence of deep space – and from the safety of one’s computer
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screen. The sound emphasises the power and mechanics of the descent and the intricacies of the
innovative multi-stage approach to the Martian surface. This is film fantasy 101, and the narrative of
NASA’s attempt to replace the real with the unreal is embedded in the Mars Curiosity film making
program. While the mission itself is a genuine scientific experiment of profound ingenuity and
technical bravado (the sheer audacity of what was attempted bears considering in terms of the
currency of techno-futurism’s more nebulous pronouncements , the predictive and glossy tone of
the web videos has essentially replaced event documentation with cinematic simulation. The grainy
realism of the Apollo photography has been usurped by high-gloss, high-resolution CGI animations of
JP ’s PR department. Further to this in June of 2012, a little over a month before Curiosity’s
scheduled touch down on Mars, using footage from the Curiosity Rover film, NASA manufactured its
own dark euphoric moment: Curiosity’s Seven Minutes of Terror (NASA, 2012). The animated video
by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, featuring NASA Entry Descent Landing (EDL) Engineers who
orchestrated Curiosity’s harrowing descent through the Martian atmosphere, is an attempt to
dramatize the unseeable while cheerleading the efforts of the scientists and engineers who made
the eventual successful landing on the Martian surface possible. At the very beginning of the video
Adam Steltzner, NASA (EDL) Engineer, sitting in the X-Files-esque glow of a desk lamp surrounded by
blueprints of the Curiosity mission, sombrely proclaims: “When people look at it, it looks crazy. But
that’s a very natural thing. Sometimes when we look at it, it looks crazy.” And then, with a smirk and
cocked eyebrow he concludes, “It is the result of reasoned engineering thought. But it still looks
crazy” (NASA, 2012); hence the video. In thirty-eight attempts to reach Mars the global space
community has only managed eighteen successful missions, of the eleven missions to the Martian
surface only four have successfully completed their intended remit (NASA, 2013f). At less than a 50%
success rate, NASA’s Curiosity Rover mission at a cost of $2.5 billion – in a fiscally conservative US
political environment - needed as much positive PR as the film makers could conjure (NASA, 2011b).
The dramatic tone, including an increasingly foreboding orchestral soundtrack foregrounded the
essence of Steltzner’s earnest speech:
From the top of the atmosphere, down to the surface, it takes us seven minutes.
It takes 14 minutes or so for the signal from the space craft to make it to Earth –
that’s how far Mars is away from us. So when we first get word we have touched
the top of the atmosphere, the vehicle has been alive – or dead – for at least
seven minutes on the surface… That is known as the seven minutes of terror
(NASA, 2012).
In a curious turn of Sterling’s act of supersonic falling, the dark euphoric moment here is
characterised by a literal darkness. The “terror” of the film’s title becomes the absence of data: no
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Figure 119 Using footage from the “Curiosity Rover” film NASA manufactured its own dark euphoric moment: Curiosity’s Seven Minutes of
Terror (NASA, 2012).
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sound, no coordinates, no vision. One of the 21st century’s most astounding technological feats, a
genuinely “strong event”, is rendered weak, unknowable, and unseen by the gothic high-tech
sublime. What is left then is a pre-emptive animation, some jingoistic language and a violent
statistical breakdown of what might come to pass reminiscent of Scotty’s breathless extrapolations
to Captain Kirk on the condition of the USS Enterprise. EDL engineer after EDL engineer takes the
viewer through the Rover’s descent with increasingly breathless language as the lush CGI image
sequences are paraded before us in a manner not uncommon in promotional trailers for computer
games:42
We’ve got literally seven minutes to get from the top of the atmosphere to the
surface of Mars. Going from 13 thousand miles an hour to zero, in perfect
sequence, perfect choreography, perfect timing and the computer has to do it all
by itself. If any one thing doesn’t work just right - its game over … We slam into
the atmosphere and develop so much aerodynamic drag that the heat shield
heats up and glows like the surface of the sun - 1600 degrees … During entry the
vehicle is not only slowing down violently through the atmosphere, but also we
are guiding it like an aeroplane to be able to land in a very narrow constrained
space … Mars has just enough atmosphere that you have to deal with it,
otherwise it will destroy your space craft … The parachute is the largest and
strongest supersonic parachute we have ever built to date, it has to withstand 65
thousand pounds of force … It opens that fast, it is a neck snapping nine Gs!
(NASA, 2012).
And if the parallels with mainstream popular cultural marketing tropes were not explicit
enough the film ends with the touchdown time and date of Curiosity’s scheduled landing on Mars:
“Curiosity touchdown 10:31pm, PDT, August 5 2012.” Certainly, once the Curiosity Rover began
sending its first test images back to earth the true triumph of the NASA team’s engineering feat
would become obvious to the entire world but the setting of the scene, the hip construct of the
video assemblage and the dramatic Hollywood-like sheen of the films had not so much raised the
public’s awareness as taken NASA’s manufactured space dreaming to new heights.
Yet where there is light there is also dark and NASA’s Asteroid and Comet Watch program is
also involved in the simulation of imminent celestial events, and with some urgency, as two
profoundly ominous constructions reveal. In early 2012 astronomers at the La Sagra Observatory in
Granada, Spain observed an asteroid, 2012 DA14, moving in an earth bound trajectory that by
February 2013 would see it come within 17,200 miles of the earth’s surface and 5000 miles within
the geosynchronous satellite orbit. This of course fed into the increasingly hysterical internet chatter
42

For a more detailed breakdown of comparable promotional footage from the video game industry see the
discussion of Homefront (Kaos Studios & THQ Inc, 2010)and Battlefield 4 (Electronic Arts & Dice, 2013a) in
Chapter 03::03 Digitizing Dystopia.
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about the reported end of the Mayan calendar in November of 2012, fears which had been fuelled
by Roland Emmerich’s epic disaster film 2012 (Roland Emmerich, 2009). The discovery of a rogue
asteroid produced global headlines which would routinely link 2012 DA14 to a possible apocalyptic
scenario in which the asteroid did in fact strike the earth.

Figure 120 Screenshot from the Daily Mail Online article, “Asteroid that could do as much damage as 1,000 atomic bombs
will whizz past today and could knock out your TV signal ” (Macrae, 2013).

The UK’s Daily Mail typifies the tabloid media’s sensationalist framing of the event. In an
article published 24 hours prior to the scheduled fly-by entitled, “Asteroid that could do as much
damage as 1,000 atomic bombs will whizz past today and could knock out your TV signal ”,
journalist Fiona Macrae’s introduction to the story is riddled with anxiety inducing rhetoric. :
Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No, it’s an asteroid that will almost hit Earth – relatively
speaking. Just before 7.30pm today, a 150ft wide chunk of space rock will whizz
past us in the closest shave since records began. If it hit the planet, it could wipe
out a city the size of London and do as much damage as 1,000 of the atomic
bombs dropped on Hiroshima… scientists say there is a small chance that TV
signals may be affected (Macrae, 2013).
NASA’s contribution to the hysteria – and self-perpetuating myth making – was to use the
event to create realistic simulations of the close earth encounter by releasing a sequence of
animated films and statements by NASA scientists in an effort to explain away any irrational fears. 43
43

While the two most publicised and most sampled films are discussed here, NASA released numerous other
web-based films during the weeks leading up to the arrival of 2012 DA14. This included an educational film for
their YouTube Science Cast series, Record Asteroid Flyby (NASA, 2013j), on January 28th 2013; OSIRS-Rex
Targets Near-Earth Asteroid (NASA, 2013h) on February 2nd 2013 and the curious unedited interview footage
posted on the Godard Space Flight Center web page, OSIRS-REx Principal Investigator Dante Lauretta,
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The most prominent films were released via the Jet Propulsion aboratory’s YouTube channel, the
first appeared on February 2nd 2013 (thirteen days prior to the scheduled fly-by). Asteroid 2012
DA14 Flight Path (NASA, 2013c) was a short thirty second visualisation of the asteroid’s ominous
trajectory passing earth which, as the opening text roll attests, was “generated using the Eyes on the
Solar System visualization software” see Figure 121).44 Released simultaneously, Asteroid 2012
DA14 to Safely Pass Earth (NASA, 2013d), was no doubt created to refute the doomsayers who
would be stirred up by the hellish possibilities conjured by the imagery in first instalment. While this
is a calm and practical explanation as to why the earth would be spared on February 15, it is an
unsettling view of how close – and how quickly – such an object can come to earth having emerged
from the signal noise of deep space less than
twelve months previously. Of course the asteroid
passed by as predicted however the imagery that
NASA constructed was eerily similar to the
imagery of the 2005 documentary Miracle Planet
in which a collision with a 500km wide asteroid is
simulated to terrifying effect. Most prominent in
Figure 121 Asteroid 2012 DA14 Flight Path (NASA, 2013c)

my mind however were the final scenes in the
Lars Von Trier film Melancholia released in 2011.
Through the evolution of images sequenced in
Figures 121-123 the transition from asteroid as
monstrous world ending event as depicted in the
fantasies of Melancholia and Miracle Planet to

Figure 122 Miracle Planet: Violent Past (Carrière, Longul,
& Tasuke, 2005)

humble space rock duly labelled, catalogued and
tracked is given a heightened sense of the real by
the visualization of scientific data by NASA and its
exploitation

by

the

popular

media.

The

association of the asteroid with the dimensions
of a football pitch and the recalling of the 1908
Figure 123 Melancholia (Von Trier, 2011)

Tunguska blast in the depths of Siberia make the

University of Arizona, discusses the flyby of asteroid 2012 DA14 (NASA, 2013i) in which Lauretta repeatedly
denies that 2012 DA14 will strike the earth, explains that NASA has been tracking and continues to track nearearth objects and calls the asteroids arrival as “a phenomenal scientific event” that should not cause alarm.
44

This is a curious use of language: “the Eyes” being the software that turns data into images, are not eyes at
all. Yet the phrase “the Eyes on the Solar System” would suggest that NASA is indeed monitoring the solar
system and that one would suspect that some human eyes are somehow involved in such an endeavour.
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NASA fiction a measurable real world terror
thereby creating a perfect blend of gothic hightech anxiety.
And yet all of this would suddenly seem
frighteningly real. On the morning of February 15,
approximately sixteen hours before 2012 DA14’s
scheduled arrival, a meteor (or as NASA reported,
a “relatively small asteroid”

about 20m in

Figure 124 Comparison with an American football pitch,
Asteroid 2012 DA14 to Safely Pass Earth (NASA, 2013d)

diameter weighing some 10 tonnes entered the
earth’s atmosphere and exploded over Lake
Chebarkul about fifty miles from the small town of
Chelyabinsk in the Southern Urals of Russia.
Researchers believe that, “at its most intense, the
meteor fireball glowed 30 times brighter than the

Figure 125 Citing of the 1908 Tunguska blast, Asteroid
2012 DA14 to Safely Pass Earth (NASA, 2013d)

sun causing skin and retinal burns” (Sample, 2013),
and according to NASA, “the Chelyabinsk event
was an extraordinarily large fireball, the most
energetic impact event recognized since the 1908
Tunguska blast in Russian Siberia” (NASA, 2013b).
However, due to the lag time between the
Chelyabinsk event and the arrival of 2012 DA14,

Figure 126 Still from mobile video, 15/02/13, Chelyabinsk
Russia (Tuvix72 & RT News, 2013)

eyewitness video and photographs (see Figures
126-133) had begun circulating on the internet
during the hours that followed the Chelyabinsk
event inevitably fusing the two events in the minds
of a very nervous public. NASA put out a press
release late on February 15 entitled, Asteroid 2012
DA14 - Earth Flyby Reality Check, refuting claims

Figure 127 Still from car dashboard camera, 15/02/13,
Chelyabinsk Russia (Tuvix72 & RT News, 2013)

that the two events were linked stating:
According to NASA scientists, the
trajectory of the Russia (sic) meteor was
significantly different than the trajectory
of the asteroid 2012 DA14, making it a
completely unrelated object. Information
is still being collected about the Russia
meteor and analysis is preliminary at this

Figure 128 Still from mobile video, 15/02/13, Chelyabinsk
Russia (Tuvix72 & RT News, 2013)
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point. In videos of the meteor, it is seen to pass from left to right in front of the
rising sun, which means it was traveling from north to south. Asteroid DA14's
trajectory is in the opposite direction, from south to north (NASA, 2013b).

Figure 129 This image from an in-car dashboard camera captures the Chelyabinsk meteor exploding was
taken from the video “Chelyabinsk Footage Collection” by YouTube user Tuvix 72 (RT News, 2013b).

And later on the same day, still hours before the arrival of DA14, NASA again reiterated in an
update to the “Reality Check” press release stating, “NASA's Near-Earth Object Program Office can
accurately predict the path of the small near-Earth asteroid 2012 DA14. There is no chance that the
asteroid might be on a collision course with Earth” (NASA, 2013b). What would play out in the media
and most tellingly on the web in the days that followed was a plethora of online videos showing the
meteor entering the atmosphere and exploding across the Russian sky. These were either harrowing
eyewitness videos from cameras tilted towards the meteor’s fiery trail or footage pulled from CCTV
cameras on street corners, on the sides of factory walls and within premises directly affected by the
blast radius of the meteor as it exploded in the atmosphere. These are truly terrifying sequences
especially in the context of what was purported to be taking place later that day: images captured
from in-car dashboard cameras record the meteor’s entry into the atmosphere – one can actually
see the meteor appear from nowhere – before it disintegrates into a blinding flare of light (see
Figure 129); traffic comes to a momentary standstill as the intense light temporarily bathes the icy
Russian streets in a moment of surreal mid-summer daylight; office windows are seen imploding,
factory walls are blown down, crowds of people scatter, office workers cringe in doorways and
under desks (see Figure 132). The audio track in many of the videos is particularly harrowing
especially those which capture the deafening sound of the meteor exploding overhead. In one
terrifying sequence we hear the hysterical screams of school children as they run across the snow
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covered playground in search of shelter
(see Figure 131). An eyewitness to this
hysteria, teacher Valentina Nikolayeva,
described the apocalyptic scene as “that
kind of light doesn’t happen in life, only
at the end of the world” (Pilditch &
Stewart, 2013). Another described the
Figure 130 Russia Today News broadcast of Chelyabinsk incident
(RT News, 2013c)

moment of impact as a “terrible flash, it
was red-orange! My eyes are still hurting.
I turned off all the lights, sat the kids on a
couch and waited... Oh, my God, I
thought the war had begun” (RT News,
2013e). Twitter provided an insight into
the thoughts of users who were too
petrified to emerge into the daylight,
instead they articulated their deepest

Figure 131 Children fleeing explosion (Hmelinskiy, 2013)

fears: Katya Grechannikova wrote, “I am
all shaking! Everybody says that a plane
crashed”; Bukreeva Olga added, “I first
thought

that

my

house

is

being

dismantled, then I thought it was a UFO,
and my eventual thought was an
earthquake” (RT News, 2013d). The title
Figure 132 Radial blast from meteor blows in office windows and
doors (Davlekutov, 2013)

of the RT News network’s Breaking News
coverage that morning was “Apocalypse
Now” see Figure 130).
What makes this incident all the
more perverse is that the township of
Chelyabinsk was within the 1,200 square
mile fallout site of the Kyshtym disaster
in 1957 in which the Mayak plutonium
reactor exploded resulting in the third

Figure 133 The deafening sound of the Chelyabinsk meteor
exploding in the atmosphere (Chentsov, 2013)

most serious nuclear disaster behind
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Chernobyl and Fukishima.
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The 1957 explosion was catastrophic and resulted in the eventual

evacuation of 10,000 people. Reports of fatalities are vague as is the eventual death toll from
exposure to radioactive material as the Soviet Union kept information on the disaster a secret until
the late 1970s. “One eyewitness described a ‘terrific explosion’ that shook the earth and buildings,
followed by a layer of red dust on vegetation that caused tree leaves and vegetables to curl up and
die. People in Chelyabinsk, 30 miles away, reported seeing a red flare that lit up the distant sky”
(Shanebrook & Upton Newton, 2007, p. 238). However, for the people of the Southern Urals,
including the township of Chelyabinsk, the memories of the past – of red skies, of strange lights on
the horizon and the ferocious shaking of the ground - must give rise to deep, latent anxieties about
the meteor impact of 2013.
In the months that followed the latest Chelyabinsk incident investigators located fragments
of the meteor determining its origins date back to the very first formation of the planetary systems
which constitute the universe. As Mike Wall writes, “The asteroid that exploded over Russia earlier
this year died as it had lived — in a welter of chaos and violence” (Wall, 2013). The meteor was once
a part of a much larger “parent body” of rock perhaps some 100 kilometres wide and that the chunk
that eventually made its way to earth had originally been embedded many kilometres beneath its
surface. According to David Kring of the Lunar and Planetary Institute in Houston, this parent body
“suffered a major impact about 125 million years after the solar system started forming. And the hits
kept on coming, with the parent body absorbing strike after strike between 4.3 billion and 3.8 billion
years ago” (Wall, 2013). This intense battering by asteroids and fragments of larger planetary objects
during this period of the solar system’s gestation is known as the “late heavy bombardment”. So
what occurred on February 15th 2013 was the end of a very long journey that began with violent
beginnings of the universe itself. This is apocalypse at the speed of light, but also a very real
gestation of the idea that the horizon line is the author of the unexpected, the mysterious and the
horrific. The inner constitution of the Chelyabinsk meteor and the manner of its most unexpected
arrival makes for an ominous and unexpected discovery for aerospace science and particularly those
gate keepers of the heavens, NASA. While the world’s collective attention and technology was
focused on a patch of sky that was the expected flight path of asteroid 2012 DA14, another object
weighing some 10 tonnes entered the Earth’s atmosphere at a speed of 19 miles per second with
enormous destructive potential. Later that year when scientific research into the impact was
published in the journals Nature and Science, Ian Sample writing in the Guardian newspaper
summarised the findings detailing alarming statistics of the Chelyabinsk meteor’s heat and power:
45

For more on this see Suokko and Reicher’s article Radioactive waste and contamination in the former Soviet
Union (Suokko & Reicher, 1993) and Jeffrey Smith’s Washington Post feature from 1989, Soviets Tell About
Nuclear Plant Disaster; 1957 Reactor Mishap May Be Worst Ever (Smith, 1989).
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The 20-metre-wide space rock hurtled into the skies over the city in February and
began to tear apart at an altitude of 28 miles. Travelling at a speed of 12 miles per
second, the rock exploded with the energy of around 500 kilotonnes of TNT ... At
its most intense, the streaking fireball glowed 30 times brighter than the sun,
leaving people on the ground below with skin and retinal burns. One resident in
Korkino, 18 miles from the point of peak brightness, lost skin from their face after
being burned by radiation. The intense heat evaporated three quarters of the
meteor. Around four to six tonnes reached the ground as meteorites,
representing just 0.05% of the original rock (Sample, 2013).
These are the statistics of a dark euphoric moment. In a rare global confluence of intrigue,
fear and scaremongering when all eyes were - figuratively at least - scanning the sky, we found
ourselves looking in the wrong direction. The web, social media and the mainstream broadcast
media were the distraction as a completely valid – and very real – threat fell from the sky in a cold
faraway place.
While NASA’s two previous series of film simulations – Mars Curiosity Rover and 2012 DA14
– were based on the mathematics and science of an imminent event, an even more ambitious
techno-futurist fantasy from the NASA video production unit was to follow. In keeping with this new
ethos of “scientific-fiction” film production the AMA JSC Advanced Concept Lab conjured an
animation designed to quell the suspicions of the popular media and the blogosphere by the
intertwined events of the 2012 DA14 asteroid and the Chelyabinsk meteor. What was explicitly
needed was a narrative which debunked the growing fear that the sky could indeed fall in at any
moment and that no one really knew when, where and from which direction – especially NASA who
appeared to be looking in the wrong direction on February 15th. Depicting the capture, mining and
redirecting of a rogue asteroid, Animation Asteroid Redirect Mission (NASA, 2013e) is a slick piece of
space propaganda. As demonstrated by the relatively minor events of February 15 2013 the idea of
an asteroid falling from the sky does conjure plausible visions of the apocalypse – the fire from
above, the vaporisation of forests and cities and the liquefaction of mountains and the
reconfiguration of entire continents. The blue planet rendered cold and dark and lifeless much akin
to Mars itself – a return to some ancient cosmic truth. Yet in NASA’s techno-futurist vision – and
here there is no narration or well-scripted engineers – an animated sequence of a spacecraft gently
docking with the already captured asteroid is a serene and peaceful engagement with the falling
rock. Although the asteroid is presented as a threatening menace from the deep reaches of the
universe as it hurtles towards earth’s orbit – the accompanying music is sombre - Animation Asteroid
Redirect Mission actually projects a cheerful techno-futurist promise (see Figure 134). 3D generated
astronauts climb out of the docking craft and gracefully scale the asteroid, drilling into its exposed
surface and ritualistically sealing the precious cargo into a containment vessel ready to be
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summoned back to earth for future extraterrestrial studies and no doubt a quick
Twitpic for the NASA Twitter account.
While social media may represent a
new flood of statistics about hits and likes and
audience share it doesn’t cover up the fact
that space, for all it’s worth is on hold. Instead
it is the fiery path of the unknowable object
that gives space a new, altogether dark
palette. This is not the techno-futurist
dreaming that the Apollo, Hubble and Galileo
missions had promised, but like the ancient
astronomers and their angry Gods it has
become an extension of our earth-bound
stasis; a place of fear and anxiety. What we
are seeing in NASA’s slick media assemblages
is the visualisation of space as dark euphoria
personified.

The

experience

is

twofold:

previously futuristic notions of space travel
and the technology that underpinned science
fiction fantasy have been domesticated by
corporations and anything beyond that has
been woven into a highly produced synthetic
rendering of what could be. All of this of
course, operates within the hyper-stimulation
of device convergence and the perceived
socialisation
technological
Figure 134 Image sequence from the NASA video Animation
Asteroid Redirect Mission (NASA, 2013a)

of

information

prosperity

and

flows,

experience

ownership. This keeps the narrative of the
conquest of space close at hand and well

contained within the Futurist vibration of the haptic-feedback of the touch screen. While da Silva
may praise the intimacy of the social media pathways to the pseudo scientists such as Branson and
Bezo and the PR boffins who manage the Mars Rover’s Twitter account, “rocket science” was never
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Figure 135 The homogenisation of space flight imagery (Clockwise from top left): The U.S. Air Force launches 3rd X-37B Orbital Test
Vehicle in 2012; the launch of the Raytheon Company’s Exo-atmospheric Kill Vehicle (EKV) in 2011; the 2008 launch of a Delta II
Rocket carrying the GeoEye-1 satellite; the Missile Defence Agency launch of the Space Tracking and Surveillance System in 2008; the
Missile Defence Agency launch of the FTG-05 Ground-based Midcourse Defense Interceptor (EKV) in 2008.

Figure 136 (From left to right) Rocketless Launch Series by media artist Mc ean Fahnestock. “An important part of my work is the
reclamation of information from the media and history from institutions and re-presenting it in a way that leads us to address the
truth of a situation versus the myth that has been perpetuated.” (Fahnestock, 2010-2012)
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“cool”. It was an inspiration, something which manifested in equal measure genuine awe and
trepidation.
While TV may be increasingly subsumed by real time news feeds in web browsers it is still
the go-to-device for instantaneity and - when separated from the clutter of a studio commentary
and advertising – rare moments of human insight. Millions around the world watched Apollo 11’s
decent to the moon in 1969 and Neil Armstrong’s first steps broadcast live from its surface. The
technological wonder of the Space Shuttle was still very much with us when the Challenger vehicle
exploded during its early ascent in 1986. These were real-time events watched live by millions of
people around the world, who at those moments had a very real collective experience.

Figure 138 Enhanced Exoatmospheric Kill Vehicle (EKV) concept art (Raytheon Company, 2013a) and a tweet re-posted on the
Fox News “Military Tech” website from the EKV developer Raytheon Company about a successful test intercept that occurred
on January 26 2013 (Raytheon Company & Fox News, 2013). Spending by the Missile Defense Agency is tipped to rise by US$4
billion over the five years from 2015-2019 (Shalal-Esa, 2014) and (Missile Defense Agency, 2014).

Figure 138 Near earth orbit cargo payloads: Google and US Defence Department partnership GeoEye-1 satellite payload (Google,
2008); Missile Defence Agency’s Ground-based Midcourse Defence Kill Vehicle (Missile Defense Agency, 2011); US Air Force
AEHF-2 spy satellite (Department of Defense, 2012).
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What we are left with now is space ambiguity, a weak thread in the galactic narrative. We
see rocket launches replayed on the nightly news broadcasts, but we have no way of knowing the
motivation behind the deployment or the cargo they carry. Travelling under the guise of “weather
instruments”, “national security initiatives”, “government payloads”, “communication services”,
“space probes” or via the namesake of their commercial sponsors, they are largely abstract notions
of space travel. If we were to replay these images side by side without taking note of their
annotations (see Figure 135) we could not determine their origin or mission objective as being either
civilian, scientific, commercial or military. Even a look inside at their payloads does little to illuminate
an agenda (see Figures 138). Media artist McLean Fahnestock whose assemblage of Space Shuttle
launches, Grand Finale (Fahnestock, 2010) was discussed earlier, has produced a series of digitally
manipulated photographic prints, Rocketless Launch Series (Fahnestock, 2010-2012) which addresses
this visual ambiguity of rocket launch aesthetics but also the absence of meaning their anonymity
engenders. The first image in the sequence (see Figure 136) is an appropriation of an image by the
US Air Force depicting a US Air Force
Minotaur I rocket launching an Air Force
Research Laboratory TacSat-3 satellite (see
Figure 139). The primary objective of the
mission is for the military to test the
Advanced
Military

Responsive

Tactically-Effective

Imaging Spectrometer

(ARTEMIS)

system designed to provide “rapid imagery to
the warfighter" (Sat News, 2010). With a
ground resolution of four metres the TacSat-3
is the “first hyperspectral satellite with the
ability to provide reconnaissance within 10
minutes after passing overhead” (Page,
2010). The program is designed and deployed
by the Operationally Responsive Space Office
which “requires current technologies to be
quickly

developed

and

executed

from

conception to operation in order to fulfil the
needs of the warfighter” (Rupp, 2007). By
depicting these launch sequence sans rocket,

Figure 139 Fahnestock’s source image: an Air Force Minotaur I
rocket launches into orbit carrying the Air Force Research
Laboratory's TacSat-3 satellite (Orbital Sciences, 2009). NASA
launch video can be found here.
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Fahnestock taps into this underlying military agenda by
focusing not on the miracle of space flight but on the
secrecy of government and the primitive aesthetics of
combustion. The illumination of the propulsion system’s
fiery exhaust becomes the focus as we are reminded of the
horror of ballistic missile launches, of modern warfare’s
conflict by stealth. We are encouraged to consider the
violence which gave birth to the space race sixty years
Figure 140 National Reconnaissance Office
commemorative patch (Paglen, 2006)

previously – the clouds of smoke and gas and a furnace of
burning fuel – we are left with little doubt of the archaic
nature of the exercise. In technological terms there has
been little progress in rocket propulsion systems since the
Apollo missions of the 1960s. It is still an expensive, violent
act of fire and ice.
These “space missions” are seemingly innocuous,
mostly anonymous sidebars to the central narrative of
space exploration and a rather cold hangover from the

Figure 141 The 509th Bombardment Group
- B-2 Spirit stealth bomber flight test
commemorative patch (Paglen, 2006)

romantic narrative of NASA’s manned spaceflight program.
This “space program” does however have a common project
manager, The United Launch Alliance, a partnership dating
back to 2006 between Lockheed Martin and Boeing
servicing the United States government and its commercial
partners. While having a wide brief that includes companies
like Google and AT&T, and providing support for NASA’s
ongoing study of the solar system, its primary clientele are
two US government departments – the Department of
Defence and the National Reconnaissance Office – which
constitute over half of all missions.46 Of interest to this

Figure 142 Unknown origin, the “Behind
The
Green
Door”
commemorative
patch.(Paglen, 2006)

study however, is not just that these missions re-affirm the
past-present-future stasis by being rather unremarkable
events, occurring with a seemingly benign regularity and

46

14 from 22 missions on the Delta IV rocket system and 22 from 38 missions on the Atlas Intercontinental
Ballistic Missile (ICBM) system. For a detailed list of these launches see the Wikipedia entries for the UA ’s
main rocket systems, the Delta II, Delta IV and the Atlas V. Considerable detail about the ULA organisation and
promotional media can be found on their website.
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blending as they do into the background
noise of the media landscape, but that they
carry their own visual iconography of a
particularly gothic nature. Trevor Paglen is
a writer and artist – or perhaps a cultural
archaeologist – who has spent a vast
amount of his research on notions of space
travel, the iconography of the UAL
experience, future warfare, CIA black spots
and more recently drone surveillance. His
2007 book, I Could Tell You But Then You
Would Have to be Destroyed by Me:
Emblems from the Pentagon's Black World,
documents the patches worn by military
personnel who work on top secret US
government programs (see Figures 140-

Figure 143 NROL-38 United Launch Alliance Atlas V rocket with the
launch vehicle depicting the mission logo and the insignia: “Non
Morieris Bello - You will not die by war.” (Foley, 2012)

142). As Paglen observes in the notes to his
Symbology documentation series which
forms a large part of the book:

These markers of identity and
program heraldry begin to create a
peculiar symbolic regime when
they depict one’s affiliation with
what defense-industry insiders call
the “black world” – the world of
classified programs, projects, and
places,

whose

outlines,

even

existence, are deeply-held secrets.
Nonetheless, the Pentagon’s “black
world” is replete with the rich
symbolic

language

that

characterizes other, less obscure,
military activities (Paglen, 2006).

Figure 144 United Launch Alliance Delta IV rocket carrying the
Wideband Global SATCOM (WGS-5) satellite. This is the 5th and
final satellite to be sent into orbit, hence the insignia: “The Full
House”. According to U A, “WGS provides anytime, anywhere
communication for the warfighter through broadcast, multicast,
and point to point connections.” (United Launch Alliance, 2013)
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Commemorative patches such as
these are a common addition to serving
personnel’s

uniforms

and

are

often

replicated as tattoos but these particular
patches are also replicated on the UAL
rockets (see Figures 143-144) to ultimately
be incinerated on the precipice of space
once their precious cargo has been
deployed. What does this iconography say
Figure 145 U.S. Airforce illustration for original Star Wars
proposal (Strategic Defence Initiative) which included scope for a
“ground/space hybrid laser weapon system”. (U.S. Airforce,
1984)

about these missions and the culture
which surrounds the quest to occupy the
near earth orbit and then track, measure
and photograph all that goes on below? It
is certainly a blend of the modern
American gothic, a weaving together of
familiar religious and sci-fi tropes wrapped
up with a battery of military jingoism. This
is a battle cry from the depths of the most
convoluted and secretive corners of the
Cold War and the Cyber War rapidly
replacing it. This imagery simultaneously

Figure 146 Artist's depiction of a hypothetical Wormhole
Induction Propelled Spacecraft, based loosely on the 1994 "warp
drive" paper of Miguel Alcubierre, with a little help from Star
Trek (Bossinas & NASA, 2008)

mocks and exalts the darkest corners of
the public’s fantasies about secretive
government

programs,

alien

worlds,

mysterious cults, ancient societies and
nuclear annihilation. This is dark euphoria
at its most convoluted and frightening
best.
The once idealised and romantic
vision of space travel seems distant now
as it twists into a new hyper-simulation of
fantasy, paranoia and military bravado.
The residual narrative is a future-present
Figure 147 Three image composite of the November 2012 total
solar eclipse, Cairns Australia (ESA/ NASA, 2012)
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Figure 148 Spitzer’s Orion, a composite of three infrared and three optical images of the Orion Nebulae as photographed on
September 17 2011 by the Spritzer and Hubble telescopes. (NASA, JPL, Caltech, & Megeath, 2011)

Figure 149 “Black Hole” illustration by Aurore Simonnet released by NASA (Simonnet, NASA, & Sonoma State University, 2007b)

Figure 150 “Planet-Mass Object Orbiting Neutron Star” illustration by Aurore Simonnet released by NASA (Simonnet, NASA, &
Sonoma State University, 2007a)
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archetype of a very different kind. Similar to Zygmunt Bauman’s distinction between heavy and light
modernity, we are now seeing a very light software orientated interpretation of space exploration
on the surface and a slowly emerging gothic high-tech cyber warfare below the skin. Meanwhile, the
science of space has taken on a distinctly fantastic visual style. Highly colourised NASA images and
artistic renderings of deep space become the new engagement with interplanetary cyber dreams.
Images from the Hubble telescope, the Mars Rover and earthbound telescopic arrays render this
vista with distinctly science fiction overtones and blend its language and construction with an
increasingly refined techno-cultural allure. There is of course the typical “artist’s impression” or
“simulated data model” of theories which blend the known trajectory of scientific knowledge as
research and the aesthetics of science fiction as design (see Figures 145 & 146). The composite
images from the 2012 solar eclipse and the 2011 image composites of the Orion Nebulae are good
examples of the practice of blending data with layered sources of colour information to
communicate meaning (see Figures 147 & 148). The image of the solar eclipse is a composite of
three different views: the central image is a false colour image of UV light taken by the Solar and
Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) spacecraft, one from the ground taken in Queensland by J.M.
Lecleire which has been rendered using a filter to enhance the white light coronal structures of the
sun and a third image constructed from data also captured by instrumentation aboard the SOHO
spacecraft, the Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronograph (ESA/ NASA, 2012). The famous images
of the Orion Nebulae are also the results of data, radar and optical sources. The combination of
images in this instance come from NASA’s Spitzer and Hubble telescopes also funded by the
European Space Agency) which meld bands of infrared images (from Spitzer) and optical images
(from Hubble) to form an image composite – a false colour view – to dramatically render what would
not normally be “visible to the human eye” (NASA et al., 2011).47 This practice is an evolution of a
form that dates back to early scientific illustrations which also took their cues from colour theory as
well as science fiction in order to communicate scientific knowledge. The use of computer aided
design has created a complete melding of these two approaches to the point that they have become
indistinguishable from one another. The ambiguity of fact and fiction is a by-product of the technocultural narrative even by the most conservative hands at NASA and the European Space Agency.
Here the primary colour palette of the Futurists has been remixed into an image of space millions of
light years in the past. Conceptual artist Aurore Simonnet is a scientific illustrator and academic from
the University of Southern California who specialises in rendering the data from the research
conducted at NASA and its affiliate programs into exotic image constructions for the virtual window
47

For more information on the construction of the images from Spitzer and Hubble spacecraft see NASA Jet
Propulsion aboratory’s About Colour Mapping Table page.
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to the stars that NASA’s cluster of web archives have become see Figures 149 & 150). While
spectacular renderings of the fantastic, these are also dark gothic visions of our universe. Their
construction is comprised of sweeping galactic vistas employing a very vibrant use of colour in a
dramatic interpretation of some of the more mysterious elements of the galaxy including black
holes, supernovas, binary galaxies, and the inner workings of star systems, gamma rays and gas
clouds.

Figure 151 A simulated black hole created by the Large Hadron Collider (CERN, 2013c)

Figure 152 The ATLAS detector of the Large Hadron Collider. For a guide to scale the detector, note the technician at the base
of the image. (CERN, 2012a)
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Certainly this is the stuff that
dreams (and nightmares) are made of
and accentuates the blurry distinction
between the politics of the Cold War
space race (from Sputnik to Apollo),
the

Star

Wars

Missile

Defence

projects (from Reagan to Obama), the
signification of NASA iconography
(from rocket propulsion to Martian
geography)

and

representations
counterparts
Figure 153 The simulated data model for the Higgs-Boson from the CMS
detector on the arge Hadron Collider HC at CERN. “The lines represent
the possible paths of particles produced by the proton-proton collision in
the detector while the energy these particles deposit is shown in blue.”
(CERN & Taylor, 1997)

the
of

(from

fantastic

their

sci-fi

Kubrick

to

Spielberg to Nolan). Even the images
which are coming out of the largest
and

most

expensive

scientific

instrument ever constructed, the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN,
are emblematic of this blurring of the
real with the virtual and a further
articulation of the light on dark digital
aesthetic (see Figure 151). The LHC,
apart from being an accelerator
system for sub-atomic particles, is
essentially

an

imaging

machine

designed to capture the existence of
matter. At its core is the ATLAS
observer – the size of a five story
apartment block and weighing some
Figure 154 Event display of candidate Higgs boson decaying to four
electrons recorded by ATLAS on 18 May 2012. This image was developed
from the data gathered from that event and first published on Jul 4 2012
during the announcement that confirmed its existence. (CERN, 2012b)

7000 tonnes. ATLAS generates 15
petabytes of information annually,
which

correlates

to

15

million

gigabytes of data. ATLAS produces the data that enables the LHC research team to simulate, through
immense amounts of information, the material of reality. Simulations such as this “offer an
interactivity that makes screen objects seem ‘material’ to the point that contact with them feels like
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engagement with something quite real” (Turkle, 2009, p. 63). So it was for the scientists at CERN and
eventually the rest of the world when on July 4 2012 the CERN team at the LHC announced that
during the preceding months the LHC had successfully detected the Higgs Boson field and
theoretically the Higgs Boson particle (aka The God Particle). It had taken the CERN team many
weeks to sufficiently analyse the data to produce an image which articulated the “proof” of its
existence compared to an earlier image based on a simulation of a longstanding theoretical model
(see Figures 153 & 154). To the casual observer the meaning of these two images are barely
distinguishable, yet one posits the truth – or what we are lead to believe is the truth – and the other
is a theory for a possible truth. The latter is the image which proves the existence of a material that
has always been theorised to exist and
which substantiates a missing piece of
evidence essential for the Standard
Model of physics: “The Higgs boson is
the visible manifestation of the Higgs
field, rather like a wave at the surface
of the sea” (CERN, 2013b). This is the
inner fabric of the universe. This image
is possibly the most significant scientific
image of the 21st century. Yet it is a
composite visualisation of a large data
set from a machine called ATLAS. This is
the simulation that proves the reality.
This is one of the most explicit
expressions of not only the light on
dark digital aesthetic but the authoring
of certainty via machine vision, via
software, via the x, y and z axis of three
dimensional space. CERN has produced
the most expensive single frame of wire
Figure 155 Dark Euphoria #06 (Goodwin, 2011b)

mesh visualisation ever produced.48

48

The cost of finding the Higgs boson particle has been placed at approximately US$13.5 billion. For a
breakdown and analysis of the cost of building and running the LHC and the associated running costs of
programs like the one that found the Higgs boson see this article by Forbes journalist Alex Knapp. For more
detail on the ATLAS detector visit the ATLAS Experiment web page. Similarly for the Large Hadron Collider visit
the CERN project website. For more on the Higgs-Boson visit the announcement document released by CERN
and the updated page on the ATLAS Experiment site.
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My series of digital prints, Dark Euphoria
(Goodwin, 2011b), is an attempt to accentuate the
properties inherent in the photographic image, not
in the sense of magnification or clarity but the
inherent digital properties of the light on dark
aesthetic

as

determined

by

the

structural

arrangement of pixels and their relationship to the
primary colour palette. Being evocative of Sterling’s
dark euphoric moment the images are also
characterised by an ambiguous sense of foreboding
and exhilaration. The first image in the series, Dark
Euphoria #01 (Goodwin, 2011b) (see full colour plate
on page 196), examines the notion of light in deep
space, it is a cautious celebration of the possibilities
of what light may reveal in the dark void. But rather
than revealing an inner truth, or of simulating an
established data set, this series of images seeks to

Figure 156 Dark Euphoria #02 (Goodwin, 2011b)

extrude colour and luminosity from the properties of
several photographic images I sampled from an
existing archive. The images are distressed versions
of the original, the trauma of their manipulation
becoming the aesthetic of my intervention in the
machine process, the RGB channels of the digital
composite stretched, examined and amplified. What
is exposed are elements of the unseen, traces of
colour and light extracted from small samples of the
original photographs – sometimes as little as one
10th of the original canvas – exploited to create new
meaning, new vistas, new worlds – the melancholia
of a waking dreamscape. Printed on metallic paper
in A2 format the physical image has an iridescent
quality that conjures twin sensations of hard
minerals and the soft malleability of liquid electric

Figure 157 Dark Euphoria #03 (Goodwin, 2011b)

currents. Here space dreaming becomes gothic in
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the sense that I am submerged in the texture of the digital image. The exhilaration of looking upon
the heavens is replaced with the anxiety of the falling star, the failed rocket launch, the phosphorous
cloud, the red dust of Chelyabinsk, the drone strike – the night of the long shadows.

Lilting wearily in the present-future stasis, the light on dark aesthetic in this context is a messy hybrid
of data (pixels) as image construct and lens based media (light) as a malleable liquid electric function
of the machine. In contrast to their original narrative, the new constructions become a veil, a shroud
draped over the image plane, a distortion in our direct field of view, making the apocalypse a vaguely
discernible thing. But it is there, ever present, etched into the fabric of the image so we can see
“without going there to see. To perceive without really being there” (Virilio & Lotringer, 2005, p. 8).
Virilio insists that the machine-heightened, effects-laden depiction of reality has reduced our ability
to have empathy for our fellow human and by our affliction of the real made virtual by the screen has
in fact diminished our scope of vision. What is beyond remains mysterious, unknown, an anathema
to real science. Instead the camera is pointed at us - here the television, the browser, the mobile
device is looking down at the techno-cultural simulation:

Having worked in the past with a number of painters and stained glass makers, I
always felt that the Gothic opening of the great rose windows of cathedrals was
less an opening on the sky than an opening on the light of the beyond up above.
With the trans-appearance produced by electromagnetism, teleobjective
illuminism, on the other hand, no longer opens on anything but here below (Virilio
2007 p24).
Numerous media artists and designers working with the fabric of machine vision are
important counterpoints to Viriio’s “teleobjective” vision. For them, bringing out from the dark what
is traditionally unseen, to reveal the processes behind the data set (a method similar to the
technique I employ with my Dark Euphoria series) is an interrogation of the medium as much as it is
an exploration of the possibilities in the mode of output. The properties of illumination and the
techno-cultural sub-text of the light on dark algorithmic form are the predominate concerns of my
process of media art production when working with the digital still image in this context. In many
ways artists and designers are exploiting Virilio’s notion of the “light of the beyond” by manipulating
that which lies hidden and unseen. This is not NASA’s simulation, or the United aunch Alliance’s
black ops iconography, but a bringing into the foreground of the processes and technologies of
contemporary ways of seeing.
Installation artist Robert Henke’s work Fragile Territories (Henke, 2012a) is a projection
installation of luminescent shapes which fills the gallery space with twisted and contorted ribbons of
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light and sound. Yet the work is routinely obscured by a dark shadow which moves eerily across the
projection, obscuring the image, “like a giant blade of a windmill, a negative object that contrasts
the bright projection by muting it where it appears. It is not only obscuring the image but also
dampening the sounds at its current position and emitting a low frequency noise itself. A dark strong

Figure 158 Robert Henke's Fragile Territories (Henke, 2012a)

Figure 159 Jean-Pierre Aubé's Electrosmog Montreal (Aubé, 2013)

force that puts the rest in an infinitely distant background” (Henke, 2012b). Like dark matter,
unseen, but essential to the structure of the universe, the points of light and circuits of Henke’s
networked luminescence is embedded with a negative space of an inexplicable nature. Elsewhere
sound artist Jean-Pierre Aube uses processing software to generate visual representations of radio
frequencies present in the urban atmosphere generated by radio and television broadcasts, mobile
communications, defence force communications and public transport services. In the artist’s
Electrosmog series (Aubé, 2013), Jean-Pierre Aub “searches out ambient radio frequency activity in
the urban landscape of Montréal, which for Aubé forms a singular territory, characterized by its
density in the city and by the political and economic issues that accompany it” (Ingersoll, 2013). Here
the veil of the liquid electric is made visible, hanging in the night sky, Aubé utilises the generative
representations of radio frequencies as backdrops to the cityscape making a compelling, if
somewhat disturbing visualisation. While the Dark Euphoria series attempts to reconstitute the real
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by manipulating the RGB properties of an image it is nonetheless a static snapshot, a two
dimensional work preserved on paper. Whereas Jean-Pierre Aube, and fellow generative media
designers, Onformative, work with space and time to examine the aesthetic possibilities of their data
sets while using the light on dark principle to display their findings. Onformative’s video work,
Fragments of RGB (Laub & Kiefer, 2010b), is an interactive LED screen which re-constitutes the video
image pixel by pixel to accentuate the RGB fabric of the signal in a simulated 3D space. According to
the founders of Onformative, Berlin designers Julia Laub and Cedric Kiefer, by reducing the LED
display image to the basic colour processes of RGB and making this an interactive space for the
viewer, the normally refined high definition ED image is “destroyed and the RGB elements dissolved
to form new, translated images and, thus, a transformed reality. Beside the installation that
illustrates the sensitive interaction between person and image, Fragments of RGB is also intended as
a photographic series in which the transformations that occurred on the display were consciously
photographed, whereby the effect of alienation was intensified in the design process” (Laub &
Kiefer, 2010a).

Figure 160 Onformative’s Fragments of RGB (Laub & Kiefer, 2010b)

The most explicit rendering of data as a visual form which follows the parameters of the light
on dark aesthetic is the iPad application Biophilia (Bjork et al., 2011) released in 2011 to accompany
musician Bjork’s album of the same name (see Figure 161). A collaborative project between the
artist and a team of programmers, scientists, designers and visual artists Biophilia is literally another
162

dimension

of

recorded

music.

Modelled on a fictitious galaxy, the
main

navigation

screen

is

an

interactive experience sound tracked
by one of the album’s key songs,
Cosmogony.

This

is

a

literal

expression of the light on dark
aesthetic, a delicate and precise
affair, movement and resizing is fluid
while the tone is dark and at times
brooding despite the glossy design
principles of the project. Each of the
songs is represented within the
“galaxy” as a separate application
designed

and

different

teams

programmed
with

by

continuity

provided by the music and the
subtext of Biophilia – the blending of
the human experience with natural
systems, earthly, intergalactic or
otherwise. Each mini-project seeks to
visualise through shape, form and
colour the instrumental components
and musical expressions of the song.
This is a triumph of interdisciplinary
creative

practice

and

playfully

explores the intersections between
technology and culture as so few
popular

cultural

forms

have

managed. What is important though,

Figure 161 Screenshots from Brork's Biophilia iPad app (Bjork, Snibbe,
& M/M Paris, 2011)

in terms of this discussion, is that this is a deep work based on the visualisation of the unseen, of
making music visual but also putting the iUser at the centre of the compositional experience – inside
the materiality of sound. This is the rendering not of a simulation but an entirely new form of media
and an entirely unique techno-cultural narrative.
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The influx of devices to “see” and “confirm” the material of reality redefines our
understanding of the nature of truth, personal identity and physical wellbeing. The surveillance of
the individual, the tracking of information and the penetration of the human form are all inextricably
linked to our increasing reliance on a machine-like vision of the world. For medicine and disease
studies, this has helped scientists and doctors “see” into the body through radiography and MRI
technologies and to sliced and scan the human brain at such resolutions that the individual neural
networks of the human mind are visible;49 law enforcement officials and private security contractors
are employing increasingly advanced facial recognition software tools, networks of CCTV cameras
and even social media applications such as Facebook and Instagram to identify track and persecute
individuals;50 body scanners at airports, schools, concert events and sports stadiums routinely scan,
capture and record our physical presence; and there even exists the technology to simulate
dreams.51 If we have the means to see into the first nanoseconds of the Big Bang we certainly have
the means to construct the next one.

/////

This chapter clarifies how simulation and documentation through synthetic visualisation techniques
has a broad range of applications in the media arts, astronomy, physics and beyond. Visualising data

49

See the Brain Observatory web page on the experiments conducted on the preserved brain of Henry Gustav
Molaison. Also of interest is the direct intervention methodology of the Systems-Based Neurotechnology for
Emerging Therapies (SUBNETS) program which is being run by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA). The clinical trials aim to evaluate the brain in real time with embedded implants in volunteers and
patients presenting symptoms of common neurological disease. According to the DARPA announcement,
“SUBNETS seeks to move beyond this limited understanding to create new interventions based on new insights
that can be gained from the intersection of neuroscience, neurotechnology and clinical therapy” (DARPA,
2013).
50

During the UK Riots in 2011 it was widely reported that Scotland Yard and local police forces were iusing
facial recognition software, similar to the technology used by Facebook for their face detection software to
identify potential criminals and to search recorded CCTV footage post event. See articles on Gizmodo, CBS
News and Huffington Post. In retrospect the relative success of such technologies has been disputed. As
recently as November 2013 the United States Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Agency (IARPA)
announced a program known as “Janus” which will commence trials in April 2014 to "radically expand the
range of conditions under which automated face recognition can establish identity." According to the official
announcement (PDF) from the IARPA, Janus "seeks to improve face recognition performance using
representations developed from real-world video and images instead of from calibrated and constrained
collections. During daily activities, people laugh, smile, frown, yawn and morph their faces into a broad variety
of expressions. For each face, these expressions are formed from unique skeletal and musculature features
that are similar through one's lifetime. Janus representations will exploit the full morphological dynamics of
the face to enable better matching and faster retrieval" (RT News, 2013f).
51

“Japanese researchers call it 'decoding' - the process of translating brain scans into pictures.” For more
information and a video story see the ABC news website (Sturmer, 2013).
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and rendering theoretical simulations into tangible evidence is the new chapter in the techno-cultural
narrative. This also re-affirms the usefulness of the light on dark aesthetic to manufacture simulation
in visual discourse. However what it also demonstrates is the intangibility of the simulation and that
this may provoke a darker reading of what lurks beneath the surface.
The next chapter will explore the high-tech possibilities of camera acquisition and animation
techniques in film production and game design. I will demonstrate the link between these
constructions and the iconography of war and how these two narratives often intersect to create a
sophisticated simulation of reality. I will also seek to demonstrate how this reality is equally
influenced by the fiction of game culture and epic cinema creating a confusing blend of storytelling
and propaganda. This is reinforced by an exploration of the notion of remix, which when taken both
literally and contextually, can be a powerful tool of communication and cultural production.
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